this period. As a result, the impact factor (IF) of the journal increased from 0. 412 (2001) to 0.725 (2003) . After the terms of the sixth chief editor, Dr. Keisuke Ueda, and the seventh, Dr. Yoshitaka Tsubaki, the IF reached 1.222 (2009) and is still increasing. This value is not so high but is substantial nonetheless. Now the society has requested that I return to the journal as the eighth chief editor. Carrying out the intention of Dr. Hidaka for the internationalization of the journal and following the former chief editors' great achievements, I would like to make all possible efforts to raise the esteem of the journal with the support of our 17 excellent associate editors.
The Journal of Ethology features reviews and original papers relating to all aspects of animal behavior. Papers on field, laboratory, and theoretical studies are welcomed. Many other ethological journals prefer studies on exclusive hypothesis tests. Undoubtedly, the hypothesis-testing approach is broadly accepted as a standard scientific method by many researchers. However, this approach needs testable hypotheses themselves as a matter of course, and hypotheses are usually proposed from descriptive observations. All the chief editors of our journal have regarded descriptive studies as very important. In the Journal of Ethology, however, the authors of pure descriptive studies are always requested to provide background information about behaviors in their study and an appropriate context to establish the scientific importance of their description, which in turn produce fascinating hypotheses to explain the behaviors. Because of these conservative characteristics, the Journal of Ethology might not be among the group of top scientific journals but does cover a broad range of studies that usually are neglected by the top journals. Considering the publication bias in which negative evidence against hypotheses are less often published, qualified descriptive studies in our journal can survive even if new theoretical developments annihilate not only the scientific validity of hypotheses themselves but also, consequently, those studies concentrating on tests of such obsolete hypotheses. 
